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Abstract

This study aimed to dig out the folklore local wisdom values of Rembang Society through folklore i.e. Pantangan Menanam Kedelai, Talas, dan Ketan Hitam, Putri Cempa, and Asal-usul Desa Pamotan. There were local wisdom in these folktale like a leadership, devotion, tradition, culture, and social values. A qualitative descriptive and ethnography method were used in this study. The data were collected via literature review, observation, deep interview, recording, writing, and shooting. The data also well-collected realistically and critically. This study deal the folktale had the local wisdom values i.e. 1) leadership, devotion, tradition, culture, and social. However, the devotion and social values were dominant in this story.
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1. Introduction

Rembang Regency (hereinafter referred to as Rembang) is the East Coast of East Central Java which is located at the easternmost tip of Central Java Province, Indonesia. Rembang, as a regency city, administrative area is divided into 14 districts, and has 287 villages.

Rembang as a coastal area (coast) based on Javanese cultural point of view is a community area that is in a small tradition. Kartodirdjo (1986: 409-410) states that Javanese culture has two subcultures, namely large traditions and small traditions. Great traditions are found in palaces and towns, around the city of Solo and Yogykarta. As for small traditions living outside or away from the palace. According to Thohir (2006: 45) the small tradition in culture has many folklore that grow and develop in the middle of life.

Based on the cultural context, the researchers are very interested to do research folklore in Rembang. In this study, the researcher limits to researching only three very famous folklore for Rembang people, namely the story "Pantangan Planting Soybean, Talas, and Ketan Hitam", "Putri Cempa", and "Origin of Pamotan Village". The research focuses on the value of local wisdom contained in the three stories.

2. Methods

This research applies qualitative approach with ethnography method. Moleong (2001: 3-6), qualitative research as a research procedure that produces descriptive data in the form of written or oral words of people and observed behavior. The data collected in the form of words, images, and not the numbers; while the research report contains data citations to illustrate the presentation of reports. The data may be from interviews, field notes, photographs, videotapes, personal documents, notes or memos, and other official documents (see Satori and Aan Komariah, 2014: 28, Miles and A. Michael Huberman, 2007 : 15; and Rohidi, 2001).

The ethnographic method focuses on understanding the system of cultural meanings (Spradley, 2007: 10; and Rokhman, 2005: 19-20). The ethnography is implemented, namely realist ethnography and critical ethics. Creswell (2015: ix) describes the realist ethnography that puts the researcher as an objective observer, recording facts with impartiality. The critical ethnography puts researchers to be critical. Implementation of both types of ethnography is known by the term holistic ethnography, ie ethnography which in its analysis utilizes emic data (views of participants) and ethical data (researcher's view).

3. Result & Discussion

Experts have offered insights into folklore (Hutomo 1991: 1; Sudjiman 1984: 16; Rampan 2014: 1-2; Endraswara 2009: 28; Brunvand 1978: 23; Harvilahit 2003: 200; Sims and Martine Stephens 2005: 1; and
Kanzunnudin, Fathur Rokhman, Suminto A. Sayuti and Hari Bakti Mardikantroro (2017: 175-182), it can be concluded that folklore is part of collective culture inherited by the ancestors (ancestors) to future generations through oral and written culture down heredity that contains the values of life with various variations of form such as prose (tales, myths, legends), puzzles, tembang, folk poetry (pantun, gurindam, poetry), folk language (dialect), poetry, customs, , gestures for people's communication (kentongan, drum), traditional dress, folk music.

This definition shows that folklore consists of how many types. Danandjaya (1994: 21-22) and Cokrowinoto (1986: 505), divide into three major groups. First, oral folklore as a folklore whose form is purely oral. Such as (a) folklore (accent, nickname, traditional rank, and noble title); (b) traditional expressions, such as proverbs, proverbs and retributions; (c) traditional questions, such as puzzles; (d) people's poetry such as rhymes, gurindam, and poetry; (e) folk prose stories, such as myths, legends, and fairy tales; and (f) people's songs.

Secondly, the folklore is partly oral, ie the form is a mixture of oral and non-verbal elements. For example, people's trust consisting of oral statements coupled with gestures that are considered to have supernatural meanings, such as the sign of the Cross for Christians. Other forms such as folk games, folk theater, folk dance, customs, ceremonies, and folk festivals.

Thirdly, non verbal folklore is a folklore whose form is not verbal although the way of making it is taught orally. This group is divided into two subgroups, ie the material and the non material. Folklore forms that include classes of materials such as folklore architecture (original house form, rice barn form, and the like), people's handicrafts, clothing and adat body jewelry, food and beverages, and traditional medicines. As for non-material folklore such as gestures, gestures for popular communications (kentongan alarms in Java), and folk music. Regarding the types of folklore, then in this discussion that researched oral folklore in the form of prose folklore, namely mite, legend, and fairy tales.

Sulaeman (1998: 19) reveals the value of something that human beings are concerned with as subject, concerning everything good or bad as abstractions, views, or intentions of experiences with strict behavior selection. Similarly, Koentjaraningrat (1990: 190) understood that values are important, valuable, and important concepts that live in the minds of the people and serve as guidelines that give direction and orientation to the life of the people concerned (see Ihsan 2010: 235-236; and Kosasih 2015).

Based on the opinions of experts it can be concluded that value is something or concept of high value and very important that is believed or believed, respected, and made the basis in acting individually or a group of a society. The concept becomes a benchmark or a good-bad, beautiful-bad, right-wrong, unjust-based norm in a cultural context. Therefore, values are binding to a person or group of people of a society in thinking, speaking, and acting.

Sudikan (2013: 42) states that wisdom is the attitude, view, and ability of a community in managing its spiritual and physical environment, which gives the community its endurance and power to grow within the area where it is located. The values of local wisdom are contained in the local cultural treasures of tradition, the proverbs, and the motto of life. Meanwhile, Sayuti (2013) states that the values of local wisdom are a set of local cultural values and roots such as traditions, community experiences, and local knowledge that are a core part of culture (Sayuti, 2008: 28).

Based on the expert's opinion, it can be concluded that local wisdom is thought, attitude, view, belief (ideology), ability which is the result of collective thinking of a society whose positive values (noble values) have been tested by the passage of time, traditions, norms, ethics, and values that are believed and actualized in behavior by the community of their owners.

**Story Value Prohibition Planting Soybean, Taro, and Black Stick**

The value of local wisdom contained in the story of "The Prohibition of Soybean, Talas, and Ketan Hitam" includes values (1) devotion, (2) tradition, (3) culture, and (4) social.

The value of devotion, expressed through the character Ki Ageng Asem Kethek who dedicate himself in a forest that is still empty uninhabited to become a village named village
Bulu. A village inhabited by the descendants of Ki Ageng Asem Kethek and people who came from all directions and lived in the village of Bulu. It shows that Ki Ageng Asem Kethek's actions are not for himself but for the benefit of the general public. Ki Ageng Asem Kethek's action is the actualization of the value of dedication.

Traditional values, explained through messages instructed by Maling Kopo and Maling Kenthiri to the generations of Ki Ageng Asem Kethek who are not allowed to plant three types of plants, namely Soybean, Talas, and Ketan Hitam, so that the occupied territory there is no disturbance whatsoever. Amanah is implemented by Ki Ageng Asem Kethek. Even the tradition is still implemented by the descendants of Ki Ageng Asem Kethek. The value of culture, narrated through alms and selamatan conducted by the villagers Bulu. Residents of Bulu village every Friday Legi month of Suro as a sign of gratitude to God, and on the day of Rebo Pon people also do salvation and alms to commemorate the services of his ancestors in the cemetery Ki Ageng Asem Kethek. Social value, indicated by the social interaction among members living in the village of Bulu. Also the interaction and communication of Bulu villagers who do alms and salvation continuously every year as a manifestation of gratitude to God Almighty.

The Value of Local Wisdom of Princess Putri Earthquake

The story of "Putri Cempa" has the value of local wisdom of (1) devotion, (2) tradition, (3) culture, and (4) social. The value of devotion, expressed through the Princess Putri Cempa who volunteered herself devoted himself to the second husband, namely Arya Damar Regent of Palembang. Likewise, the Princess of Cempa who fully devoted himself as a disciple to Sunan Bonang who is very loyal as well as helping Sunan Bonang in disseminating Islamic values, his services are highly appreciated. Therefore, despite his death, his grave visited or visited by people from various regions.

The value of culture, expressed through events or pilgrimage activities conducted by people who make the pilgrimage. Activities or pilgrimage activities to the grave of Princess Cempa as well as to Pasujudan Sunan Bonang. Pilgrimage activity is a cultural activity that has been "mentradisi", which is a tradition for the community. It is a sign of love and respect of the community to Princess Cempa. Social value, shown through the movements and activities of the members (groups) who make a pilgrimage that directly affects the interaction and communication between members (groups) who make a pilgrimage or between groups that make pilgrimages with local communities (original) in the place of pilgrimage.

The Value of Local Wisdom Story Origin Pamotan Village

The story of "Origin of Pamotan Village" has the value of local wisdom that includes values (1) leadership, (2) the value of the ministry, and (3) social.

The value of leadership, shown through the character Ki Ageng Pamot who wise to the opinion of his daughter, Dewi Umbul Sari. When many of the nobles and the masters of different directions were about to apply and marry Dewi Umbul Sari; all decisions are submitted to Dewi Umbul Sari. Likewise, when Dewi Umbul Sari held a contest, Ki Ageng Pamot was neutral and did not affect her daughter's attitude. Ki Ageng Pamot gave his daughter's independence to make decisions so long as it did not harm her or anyone else. Likewise, as a family leader, he is responsible for the water shortages his family experiences when the dry season arrives; until finally he can handle it.

The value of devotion, expressed through the character of Ki Ageng Pamot who opened the forest to become a village called Pamotan.
Ki Ageng Pamot devoted himself to doing something that the result is intended for the people or the community, which is to open the forest into a village and open up agricultural land that can be utilized by other people or society. Social value, explained through event contest held by Dewi Umbul Sari. The contest event generates reactions and communication among its various social layers and various corners of its origin. Event contest gave birth to aspects of religion because the purpose of the competition to create a source of water or springs is very useful for human life and agriculture.

Based on the third analysis of the prose story of the people of Rembang community, it shows the value of local wisdom in the form of values of leadership, dedication, tradition, social, and culture. The value of leadership which is one of the social aspects is revealed by the story in line with the results of research conducted by Janthaluck and Wilailak Qunjit (2012) and Neustadt (1986) that folklore has value related to social structure.

The value of devotion as one of the actual content of the Rembang people's folklore, in accordance with the opinion of Danandjaja (2008: 58) which reveals that folklore has a usefulness or function in collective or collective life. Danandjaja's statement implies that one of the functions in social life for someone when developing the value of dedication, that can be "service" for the community or others. A person who is willing to do good for the benefit of others or the general public.

The existence of traditional values as one of the values of local wisdom, stressed that the people of Rembang are very concerned with the embodiment of traditions that are directly related in daily life. This is in line with the results of Bosch's analysis (2009) that folklore is an appropriate means to inculcate traditional values for the story-telling community. The prose story of Rembang people also contains social values. This is in line with Orian's opinion and Jucan's fund (2013), that folklore can not be separated from sociological objects. Even Bronner (2012) insists that through folklore one can understand the oral and social societies.

Regarding the cultural values contained in the prose story of the people of Rembang, according to the empirical reality of research results Shaev and Elena Samoylova (2013), that folklore contains cultural phenomenon. Folklore reflects the cultural value of the owner. Therefore, folklore has a special cultural value in accordance with the context of its owner community.

4. Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the three folk prose stories titled "Pantangan planting Soybean, Talas, and Ketan Hitam", "Putri Cempa", and "The Origin of Pamotan Village" show that the Rembang people's folklore has local wisdom values in general in terms of leadership, service, tradition, social, and culture values. Regarding the value of local dominant wisdom based on the analysis of the three stories of prose people of Rembang people, namely the value of dedication and social.
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